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Good morning Chairman Latta, Ranking Member Schakowsky, and members of the
Subcommittee. My name is Victoria Espinel, and I am the President and CEO of BSA | The
Software Alliance.

BSA is the leading advocate for the global software industry in the United States and around the
world.1 Our members provide services that have a significant impact on the U.S. and global
economy, and those services often depend on the ability to transfer data freely around the
world. As a result, an important priority for BSA is promoting international trade by eliminating
barriers to global data transfers. I commend the Subcommittee for holding a hearing on this
important topic, and I thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of BSA.

When I testified before this Committee about international data transfers two years ago, the
U.S.-EU Safe Harbor agreement had just been invalidated by the European Court of Justice,
jeopardizing growth and job creation on both sides of the Atlantic. The Safe Harbor agreement
was the critical mechanism that allowed data to be transferred between the EU and the United
States. Without it, the many jobs that depend on transatlantic digital trade would have been in
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jeopardy—and the development of new artificial intelligence (AI), analytics, and other tools
would have been impeded.

This Committee played an important leadership role at that time. The bipartisan letter sent in
October 2015 by the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the full Committee and this
Subcommittee, as well as many members of this Subcommittee and others, instilled the needed
confidence that the United States and EU would find an alternative mechanism—the Privacy
Shield. I thank this Committee for its leadership and welcome its continued support of policy
initiatives that promote global data flows.

I.

Economic and Social Impact of Software and Data-Driven Innovation

Our economy today—and economic growth and job creation in the foreseeable future—are
rooted in digital data. The dropping costs of data storage, alongside the acceleration of datadriven innovation by BSA member companies and others, have led to profound new uses of
data by enterprises across the economy. In high-tech and low-tech industries alike, the analysis
of data has made businesses more agile, responsive, and competitive, boosting the underlying
productivity of many key pillars of our economy.

The sheer quantity of data available to fuel these developments is astounding. Indeed, the units
with which we measure data are nearly unheard of in any other context: approximately 2
quintillion bytes of data (that’s two followed by 18 zeros) are generated every day,2 and every
two years, we are doubling the rate at which data is produced. By 2021, global IP traffic will
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reach 3.3 zetabytes per year—over three trillion gigabytes of data.3

The software industry, and BSA members in particular, are at the forefront of the development
of cutting-edge technologies and services that will drive the data economy, such as predictive
analytics, cloud computing, AI, and blockchain technologies. These technologies spur job
creation and economic growth, provide significant benefits to businesses, and improve the
quality of life for many Americans, as well as people around the globe. These benefits are likely
to grow substantially in the coming years.

A. Data Services Are Creating Job and Economic Growth

The economic implications of this software and data revolution are enormous. Economists
predict that making better use of data could lead to a “data dividend” of $1.6 trillion in the next
four years, and that data-enabled efficiency gains could add almost $15 trillion to global GDP by
2030.4

Last month, Software.org: The BSA Foundation released a study conducted by the Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU) that showed the software industry alone contributed more than $1.14
trillion to the U.S. GDP in 2016—a $70 billion increase in the past two years.5 The study also
showed that the software industry is a powerful job creator, supporting over 10.5 million jobs,
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with a significant impact on job and economic growth in each of the 50 states.6

B. Data Services Are Key to Growth Across Industry Sectors

Software and data-driven innovation are driving economic growth across virtually all industry
sectors, as businesses are increasingly using software and cloud-enabled platforms. These
platforms facilitate human resources management, virtual collaboration, sophisticated design
and modeling, remote maintenance, and a variety of other business functions. This data
analysis is occurring at the core of their businesses and helping define how businesses operate
and the services they offer. Software increasingly not only underpins their products, but also
their business processes.

Examples of how businesses are using data analysis to drive innovation and improve their
competitiveness exist across the economy:

For instance, companies use cloud-based human resource management software to hire,
support, and conduct performance management for a workforce of tens of thousands of people,
who are often spread across numerous subsidiaries and affiliates.7 Cloud-based solutions, such
as those BSA members provide, increase HR functionality by providing real-time access to
employee data worldwide, giving managers broad business insight across borders and business
processes. By enabling powerful self-service tools available via a phone app, employing data
analytics to give managers and HR departments more insight into their workforces, and
enabling easy documentation and auditing of HR transactions, cloud-based HR systems
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increase efficiency and ease of use while reducing costs. They also improve security, as
providers use their expertise to protect against cyberattacks and implement state of the art
measures across the entire system through a unified approach to security.

In addition, software-enabled data analysis is also helping the financial sector detect payment
card fraud. As companies increasingly use sophisticated data analytics tools to glean insight
into consumers’ purchasing patterns, they are better able to identify potentially fraudulent
transactions around the globe, which harm both consumers and businesses.8

There are myriad examples across a wide swath of industries that underscore the significant
impact of software-induced innovation.9 Whether it is improving human resource management
or detecting financial fraud, optimizing manufacturing production or enhancing transportation
services, the impact of software is visible in every industry, in every state, and across the globe.

C. Data Services Offer Clear Societal Benefits and Improve Government Services

Data analytics and related software tools are not only delivering economic benefits across
industry sectors, but are also contributing to public health, safety, and the social good. Indeed,
innovative software products are empowering teachers with more effective educational tools,
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matching underprivileged families in developing countries with access to small business loans,
and delivering dramatic improvements to medical diagnostics and patient care, including those
with disabilities.

For example, artificial intelligence solutions, powered by data analysis, are at the heart of new
devices and applications that improve the lives of people with disabilities, including helping
people with vision-related impairments interpret and understand photos and other visual
content, and even to navigate their physical surroundings.10 This technology opens new
possibilities for people with vision impairments to navigate their surroundings, giving them
increased independence and greater ability to engage with their communities.

Artificial intelligence technologies also are enabling a cognitive computing system to analyze
large volumes of data, including patient information and medical test results, to assist physicians
in evaluating possible treatment options for cancer patients.11

Data analysis is also helping governments provide better services to their citizens. For
instance, using software that uses predictive analytics, the New York City Fire Department is
combining data from 7,500 individual data collection points pulled from 17 city agency data
streams to predict which of New York City’s 1 million buildings are at greatest risk for fires.12
Charlotte, North Carolina, is harnessing smart city software and sensors to achieve a 20 percent
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reduction in energy usage—saving millions of taxpayer dollars in the process.13 And Chicago
has deployed a city-wide network of 500 lamppost-mounted sensors to monitor air quality, using
software to identify environmental issues like pest infestations that could be connected to the
incidence of asthma.14
In brief, the power of software is transforming our world for the better.

II. Data Flows Are Critical to These Data Services and Continued Innovation

These transformative technologies often rely on the ability to move data freely from one place to
another and, in many instances, around the world. Without this ability, most data-analytics
software applications that businesses use today simply could not function effectively. For
example, most modern software applications do not operate fully in isolation on a single device;
rather, they connect to other devices and remote data centers through a variety of online
services. Although a software user often creates or receives data on his or her device, the
processing of that data increasingly occurs elsewhere, oftentimes in locations miles or even
continents away. The ability to transfer data around the world is essential to this structure.

In addition, AI applications, which use computational analysis of data to uncover patterns and
draw inferences, depend on machine learning technologies that must ingest huge volumes of
data, most often from a wide variety of sources. A language translation program, for example,
cannot constantly improve its “understanding” of French without access to large volumes of
French-language content—which may come from millions of search queries, mobile apps,
databases, and other sources. The data for these AI systems may originate from many sources
located in multiple jurisdictions, making it imperative that enterprises can transfer data freely
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across borders. Therefore, rules that limit or prohibit such cross-border data transfers invariably
limit the insights and other benefits that AI systems can provide.

Cybersecurity is another area where the ability to transfer data is critical. Cloud-based storage
of data across multiple locations can improve data security by establishing redundant,
geographically dispersed back-ups, which can help mitigate physical risks to data like natural
disasters, and by eliminating single points of failure. Storing all information in a single location
can increase security risks because it isolates data in a high-target “data honeypot”—increasing
the stakes and potential consequences of a single breach. By contrast, distributing data storage
across multiple locations compartmentalizes data sets, making it easier to contain a breach in
one location and minimizing the risk—from either physical damage or cyber-attack—to the
entire data set. The ability to transfer data across borders is often necessary to share
information between these storage locations. Moreover, dispersed data storage can facilitate
continuous, around-the-clock security monitoring and response, with security professionals
working across multiple time zones. Requiring data and data centers to be localized within a
single country can eliminate these advantages.

More broadly, the data analytics tools that BSA member customers and other companies are
using to transform their businesses increasingly require unrestricted transfers of data. These
tools often require picking out “needles in the haystack” by drawing meaningful inferences and
connections within vast, unstructured datasets. For example, for multinational companies, the
ability to collect and holistically analyze data on network analytics, employee technology
usages, and data flows are critical to effective enterprise management–they enable a business
to comprehensively examine their operations and supply chains. Digital trade restrictions that
undermine this kind of technology could cripple enterprise operations.
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III. Opportunities to Facilitate Digital Trade and Data Flows

Data services, including data storage, data processing, and analytics, are the fastest growing
elements of digital trade, and these services rely on the free flow of data across borders.
According to a 2016 McKinsey report, the amount of global data transfers has grown by a
multiple of 45 since 2005 and is expected to surge in the next decade.15

This new digital data economy demands a globally recognized rules-based system for digital
trade, establishing clear rules, rights, and protections.

We encourage the United States to lead on digital trade policies to ensure this tremendous
economic growth will continue. If the United States fails to lead, other countries—with different
priorities—will fill the gap.

We see three clear opportunities for Congress and the Administration to lead, promoting digital
trade and ensuring the continued free flow of data: (1) modernizing NAFTA, (2) ensuring the
continued success of the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield, and (3) strengthening relationships with other
key trade partners.

A. Modernization of NAFTA

The digital economy has evolved significantly since NAFTA was originally concluded 25 years
ago. When NAFTA was negotiated, digital trade was in its infancy, and there were relatively few
services that were delivered digitally globally. It is therefore not surprising that the agreement
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does not address many of the digital trade issues our modern economy now faces; quite simply,
the innovations of the last two decades were not and could not have been anticipated. Indeed,
since NAFTA was negotiated, the American software industry has moved from floppy disks and
bulky desktop computing to mobile apps, cloud computing, smart devices, and data analytics.
NAFTA must now be modernized to enable the digital economy to continue to develop. We
urge the United States to negotiate a well-constructed and modern agreement, with 21st century
digital trade obligations that will drive U.S. job creation, competitiveness, and innovation.16

In particular, NAFTA should prohibit measures that impose barriers to market access for ecommerce and digital trade. Perhaps most importantly, NAFTA should contain an explicit
commitment that the Parties will not adopt or maintain any measure that restricts the crossborder transfer of data, including personal data. NAFTA should also prohibit the Parties from
mandating that data centers or other computing facilities are located domestically, or requiring
the use of domestic products or technologies. Any exceptions should be narrowly limited to
ensure that they are necessary to achieve a legitimate public policy objective, and do not
discriminate against foreign service providers in arbitrary ways. The agreement should also
prohibit measures that require the transfer of technology, such as source code or algorithms, or
the disclosure of trade secrets as a condition of market access.

In addition, the agreement should promote cooperation among NAFTA governments on
cybersecurity matters; provide providers with protection against intermediary liability; encourage
the use of innovative technology in government and modernize procurement rules; ensure that
governments do not undermine encryption in commercial products; and prohibit customs duties
on e-commerce or digital data.
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A modernized NAFTA agreement with these key elements would stimulate significant economic
growth and strengthen the United States’ leadership on digital trade issues.

B. EU-U.S. Privacy Shield

The EU-U.S. Privacy Shield framework provides another important opportunity to promote
digital trade. The Privacy Shield, which replaced the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework,
strengthens transatlantic trade by facilitating data transfers between the United States and the
EU that are critical to digital services affecting a wide range of industries. Since its launch last
year, over 2,500 companies have self-certified to participate in the Privacy Shield, including
many BSA members.

The Privacy Shield contains several new obligations that participating companies must
undertake to protect the privacy of personal data, and companies have taken substantial steps
to comply with these new requirements, resulting in robust privacy protections. The United
States government also has made several commitments to ensure the success of the
framework, including those related to its general administration of the program and creation of
procedures to address concerns that implicate national security issues.

The U.S. government and the European Commission agreed to conduct an annual review of the
Privacy Shield to assess the progress of its implementation. The first annual review, which
occurred last month, was an important opportunity for the Administration to highlight the
significant work that it has undertaken to fulfill its commitments, including devoting increased
resources to the administration of the program; ensuring sufficient remedies are available to EU
citizens by implementing important aspects of the arbitration program; developing procedures
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for the Ombudsman who handles complaints that implicate national security issues, and
announcing the nomination of officials to key position posts, such as the Chairman of the
Privacy and Civil Liberties Oversight Board.

We applaud the Administration’s commitment to the Privacy Shield framework and the
continued support from Congress to help amplify its importance to transatlantic digital trade.

C. Strengthening Relationships with Other Key Trade Partners

Finally, as other countries seek to stimulate economic growth by modernizing their trade
policies, the United States should leverage these opportunities to ensure that it is engaging with
key global partners, and to encourage our trading partners to continue to adhere to trade
policies that facilitate data-driven economic activity and protect against market access barriers
for e-commerce and digital trade. American technology companies and their customers are at
the forefront of using data analytics, AI, and other data-driven tools to innovate, compete more
effectively, and create new jobs. It is vital that, at this critical juncture, the United States does
not cede its policy leadership on these issues to countries with agendas and interests that might
conflict with our own.

*

*

*

We appreciate Congress’s leadership on the important issue of preserving the ability to transfer
data across borders, which fuels job creation and economic growth. Thank you and I look
forward to your questions.
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